
Package Dimension

Assembled Dimension

Package Weight

Assembled Volume

Surface

Liters

in 44,88 x 22,04 x 2.76 | cm 114 x 56 x 7

in 44,88 x 44,88 x 21,65 | cm 114 x 114 x 55

lbs 14,7 | Kg 6,7

ft³ 11,86 | m³ 0,336

ft² 23,68 | m² 2,20 

about 200 Lt of expanded clay + about 340 Lt of soil
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First, find an ideal location for growing TERRA!. If the location is slanted, remove soil to obtain a flat area of at 

least 130 x 130 cm (51.18 x 51.18 in) upon which the corrugated cardboard frames can be built. Separate the 

cardboard frames by detaching them from the perforations using a cutting knife (fig. 1).

  

For assembly, follow the numeration sequence and the orientation of the cardboard frames (vertical or 

horizontal).  Start first with the central cardboard frame 4y (fig. 2). Then continue the assembly by first using 

all the horizontal cardboard frames labelled with the letter X, see diagram below (fig. 3, 4, 5).  

At this point assemble all the vertical cardboard frames (fig. 6, 7).  Position the assembled frame (fig. 8) at the 

chosen location.

Fill the armchair with 2/3 of volume (about 200 Lt) of expanded clay, or with any other not compressible 

materials - rocks, bricks, etc.. (fig. 9). Fill the rest with soil (about 340 Lt, ideal use a sandy type of soil); pack 

the soil carefully without deforming the frame, making sure there are no empty spaces and the entirety is 

completely covered. Then cover everything a thin layer of sand.

Start seeding by distributing the seeds uniformly over the surface of the armchair (make sure that the seeds 

are seeded along the vertical walls — this can be done by moistening the sand), pat down the seeds over the 

surface by using a shovel or a roller. To complete put a veil of sand on all over the armchair.

Water the armchair for the first time, making sure not to create a gully (use either a watering can or hose with 

a diffuser). Water on a daily basis, morning and evening, avoiding the hottest time of the day. After 10 days the 

grass will begin to grow. Trim the grass periodically leaving at least 3 cm (1.18 in) of height.

TERRA! should be ready after two months. Enjoy!
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